Ackerman raps about parietals

By Jim Roe

"To get to a 24-hour 7-day parietal time you must show that you have learned to deal with the pressures," the Nobel Peace Prize winner noted. The U.N. General Assembly, in its resolution, had not been painful, he said, but for some, the initial shock was not easy to bear. Ackerman, chairman of the Board of Trustees, feels that the discipline was not as strong as it should have been. A possible conflict in the hall autonomy, he said, is the central issue in the current crisis.

"The possibility exists," said Ackerman, "that all parietal privileges may be revoked. We may have to deal with the problem or ignore it and push it onto the students. We will see what other students fought for in the past to preserve the liberation of generation of students may be living under something you killed."

SAC hosts meeting

by Bill Davidson

An all-day meeting will be held Monday, October 4, with the Student Affairs Committee of the Board of Trustees and representatives of various factions of university life including minority affairs, drug information, off-campus, and hall life.

The purpose of the meeting, according to Student Body Vice President Orlando Rodriguez, is "to create an awareness among the Trustees of the student's immediate needs in hope of obtaining support for the necessary solutions."

The Student Affairs Committee, to whom the four interest groups are made up of eight right and four students. The four students are Jim O'Hara, Tim Feeley, Bob Weaver, and Shoji John Barkett. The largest portion of the meeting, a three-hour session in the afternoon, will be spent with the Hall President's Council.
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Hall autonomy at stake

Alumni to vote

Alumni Hall residents will vote Tuesday morning on adopting the right to hall autonomy as stated in their present hall constitution.
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Import surcharge to be cut?

(c) 1971 New York Times
Washington, Sept. 30—The United States offered today to remove its much-criticized new import surcharge if other leading countries would let their currencies float genuinely freely upward against the dollar and if some of them took “specific” measures in the “coming weeks” to reduce barriers to U.S. exports.

Secretary of the Treasury John B. Connally, Jr., presented this offer to the annual meeting of the international monetary fund as a possibly “more timely and constructive” way of having the surcharge removed than a long and difficult negotiation over specific new currency exchange rates, including a possible official dollar devaluation through a small increase in the price of gold.

Connally said “A change in the gold price is of no economic significance and would be patently a regressive step in terms of our objective to reduce, if not eliminate, the role of gold in any new monetary system.” European countries have asked for a U.S. devaluation by way of a gold price increase.

Paced with “difficulties” such as the gold price Connally suggested, we should welcome instead “the help that the market itself can provide in reaching crucial decisions.”

Faced with “difficulties” such as the gold price Connally suggested, we should welcome instead “the help that the market itself can provide in reaching crucial decisions.”

At present, most of the main currencies are “floating” against the dollar-changing in value from day to day—-but are under various restrictions, including intervention in market trading by foreign central banks to hold back the upward float that the market might produce.

Connally said: “If other governments will make tangible progress toward dismantling specific barriers to trade over coming weeks and will be prepared to allow market realities freely to determine exchange rates for their currencies for a transitional period, we, for our part, would be prepared to remove the surcharge.

As far as longer term reform of the system, Connally was cautious, but he clearly accepted, by implication, a less central role for the U.S. dollar.

For the new system, he said, the development of a “far greater balance of strength” between the United States and the other leading economies compared with 25 years ago “calls for a different and more symmetrical balance of opportunities and responsibilities.”

Among other things, he said, the new system must give “adequate exchange rate flexibility” to “all countries”—apparently his way of saying that, unlike in the past, the United States should have the right, like other countries, to devalue or appreciate the exchange rate of the dollar.

This position was broadly in line with that taken here by other leading countries this week on the longer term issue of reform. More than most, however, Connally emphasized the need for “a lesser role at least, for gold.”

As for the immediate problem, uppermost in most minds here, Connally said he recognized that freely floating exchange rates “will not necessarily over any short time period indicate a true equilibrium” for final setting of exchange rates.

...and saves you money.

Your Student Billing Card is yours at no cost at the Indiana Bell Business Office. So, if you live in a dorm you can make long distance calls from your room simply by telling the operator your card number.

Calling by Student Billing Card eliminates the 25-cent additional charge made on every station-to-station “collect” call within Indiana.

If you’re a dorm resident, get your card now!
Hannon: U.S. is ‘schitzoid’

Stuart K. Hannon, political economist and president of the Potomac, Central, and Pacific Group said in a lecture last night in the Library auditorium, that the greatest challenge to American foreign policy is to end the limited war as the chief threat to nuclear holocaust.

Hannon characterized America’s foreign policy as being plagued by a split personality. He felt that the sometimes isolationist and sometimes internationalist direction of our foreign policy was grounded in a revolutionary Declaration of Independence and a conservative Constitution.

Hannon was skeptical that a democracy could, in fact, have an effective foreign policy because of the separation of powers of government. He said, “Effective diplomacy can only be secret,” estimating that one must be careful to distinguish between serious negotiation and what he termed “propaganda sideshows.”

Hannon also suggested that American political insight has often been lost in the mainstream. The result of this he felt was a trend toward ad hoc responses and trial balloons. “We do not plan too well,” he said, “and when we do, we plan responses and not challenges.”

He concluded saying that to have an effective foreign policy, we must strengthen the State Department so that it is not an echo chamber and obsequious arm of the Chief Executive. It must be given real authority and operational command so that our foreign policy will reflect a unity and continuity that is essential to effectiveness in the modern age.

Colleges may get new non-earmarked funds

Washington, Sept. 30 - The House Education and Labor Committee adopted legislation today that, for the first time, provide non-earmarked federal grants to every college and university in the country.

Under the measure, scheduled to reach the House floor this Fall, a college with 5,000 undergraduates would get several thousand dollars from the government to use as it wished.

The bill would continue the present student financial aid programs for five more years with only minor changes and would prohibit schools that are now non-educational from having admissions policies that discriminate on the basis of sex.

The Senate approved a higher education bill last month. While the Senate bill also provides for general aid to colleges, the formulas for allocating this assistance and also for dispensing student financial aid are quite different from the Education and Labor Committee’s formulas.

Committee approval is always an important step in the road toward enactment of legislation. But the details of Education and Labor Committee bills are not so significant as the provisions of most other Committee’s measures.

(AContinued on page 8)
PARSEGHIAN AND NOTRE DAME FOOTBALL
by Ara Parseghian and Tom Pagna: The coaches' handbook. An inside look at the "Parseghian system," from practice field to game action. The philosophy, drills, formations, plays, and strategy that make Notre Dame America's No. 1 college football team. Over 400 illustrations, photos, diagrams for coaches, players and super fans of the Fighting Irish. ......$9.95

also available
NOTRE DAME FROM ROCKNE TO PARSEGHIAN...by Francis Wallace...hardbound $5.95

THE ROMA
Pizza — Restaurant — Lounge
29 N. Michigan - South Bend
Reasonable Prices
Carry outs or Deliveries to your room
Call 234-3258 (Keep it - use it)
Music on weekends by John Nichols

NOW AVAILABLE AT THE
NOTRE DAME BOOKSTORE

Elementary anatomy
IU offers med course here

An added feature of this year's program at Notre Dame is an anatomy course. It is taught by Dr. John O'Malley, currently a faculty member at the Indiana University School of Medicine. He formerly taught at Creighton University where he received the esteemed Golden Apple award.

The addition of the anatomy course enables the ten medical students enrolled to complete their first year studies here, with minor exceptions. Cadavers for the course are provided by the I.U. School of Medicine and laboratory work is currently housed in the steel strand building behind the Wenninger Kirsch Building.

Dr. Thomas Troeger, center director, pointed out that the present program in no way constitutes a Notre Dame medical school but rather an area health education center fully dependent on the Indiana School of Medicine.

Dr. Troeger added that the facilities are rented from Notre Dame and the salaries of those involved in the program are financed by the parent institution.

The procedure for the selection of the medical students, controlling I.U., is the same for the centers as for those who matriculate at the main campus in Indianapolis. After admission the students are given the option of where they wish to spend their first year. If a matter of numbers do not make the placing possible, the student is usually enrolled at his second choice.

Dr. Troeger, commenting on the criteria for the establishment of such centers, said that they allow an additional 73 students into the first year studies throughout the state.

Notre Dame was a logical choice for one of the centers because the courses, such as biochemistry, physiology, and microbiology, were in existence. As was the case last year, the program has ten first year students. It is scheduled to expand to 15 next year with an eventual goal of 20 to 25 students. A future possibility is that the program will be extended such that the students would return to the area centers in their fourth year, which mainly constitutes clinical medicine in their chosen specialty.

The director went on to state that the centers have pragmatic advantages to the state of Indiana. The students, many are able to gain exposure to areas of the state with dire medical needs, with the hope that they will eventually set up practice in that region.

Besides the formal course structure for the establishments utilized the facilities of Memorial and St. Joseph's Hospitals in South Bend. This facet entails non-credit courses Saturday morning and visits to the family practice clinics.

In closing, Dr. Troeger discussed the major advantage of the area health center idea. Noting the small number of students involved, he pointed to a more individual treatment in the important first year.

Students rip off gift packs
SB needy must go without

The Services Commission's effort to pass out samples to students and help South Bend's needy ended in "a really unfortunate" manner with students walking off with 5000 bags of samples.

Services Commissioner Jim Schneid said that it was really "tragic" that this program failed. Two students, whom he would not name, took advantage of the situation and were able to carry in and away the supplies, and asked where they had gotten them. They answered that the Student Union was handing them out.

In an appeal to their conscience, Schneid asked that anyone interested in returning the stolen samples can bring them to Room 4-C, LaFortune. "Identities will be protected," added Schneid. The charities would not be disappointed.

Editor to speak
John Seigenthaler, editor of the Nashville Tennessean and associate of the late Alton Ochs, will speak at 4:30 p.m. Friday, Oct. 1, in the University of Notre Dame's Engineering Building Auditorium.

Parties...Tailgate Picnics...Pre-Game Food
KEEP THINGS COOL with
PARTY TIME ICE NUGGETS
now on sale at the Senior Bar

Cultural Arts Commission
Re. Sophmore Literary Festival
There will be a meeting for all St. Mary's and Notre Dame students who are interested in working for the Sophmore Literary Festival on Sunday Oct. 3rd, 7:30 p.m. in the C.A.C. office on the 4th floor of LaFortune (Room 4-c).

Those wishing to attend are urged to contact Roy Funk (phone 7937) before the meeting on Sunday.
The Irish hope to spring Tom Gatewood loose more against Michigan State, will win the 37th meeting in a series begun 1897. When the Army gunned me down, predicting the upset of the week was Point stunned Georgia Tech and crushed my hopes of calling 80 percent. The Irish defense is stiff, however, and baseball in his sophomore year. Duffy says, "I know he has a lot of ability—all he lacks is experience. He was prepared, but well aware of the task facing them tomorrow."

The Spartans in 37th meeting

Jim Donaldson

The Irish Eye

Football Picks

One way or another, the Army finds a way to stick it to you. And not solely in military matters, either. Last week, the Cadets from West Point stunned Georgia Tech and crushed my hopes of calling 80 percent of last Saturday's games correctly. The way the crazy college game goes, four out of five seems like pretty good picking, and that's what I was shooting for when the Army gunned me down. Predicting the upset of the week (Colorado over Ohio State) was some consolation, however.

At any rate,分数线's a brand new Saturday and the Irish see the big collegiate encounters across the nation shaping up this weekend.

Our Notre Dame over Michigan State—The intense rivalry between the Irish and the Spartans always makes this game a great battle. A regional television audience should see a wild ball game won by the best in the country," Paraghan explained, saying why Eiler played only one series of downs against the Boilermakers. The rest of the offensive spots will be filled by familiar faces, although Ed Gulyas is still out with his broken leg. Bob Minnow, now playing for the first time since he was injured in the opener, will add in at fullback, with lunchpail ball carrier Tom Gatewood leaning right for a crucial two-yard gain with 60 yards in attempts, will start at fullback. Up front, the Irish have Mike Creaney at tight end and All-American Tom Gatewood at split end, John Dampere and Jim Hunter, the tackle spots, will be filled by familiar faces, although Ed Gulyas is still out with his broken leg. Bob Minnow, now playing for the first time since he was injured in the opener, will add in at fullback, with lunchpail ball carrier Tom Gatewood leaning right for a crucial two-yard gain with 60 yards in attempts, will start at fullback. Up front, the Irish have Mike Creaney at tight end and All-American Tom Gatewood at split end, John Dampere and Jim Hunter, the tackle spots, will be filled by familiar faces, although Ed Gulyas is still out with his broken leg. Bob Minnow, now playing for the first time since he was injured in the opener, will add in at fullback, with lunchpail ball carrier Tom Gatewood leaning right for a crucial two-yard gain with 60 yards in attempts, will start at fullback. Up front, the Irish have Mike Creaney at tight end and All-American Tom Gatewood at split end, John Dampere and Jim Hunter, the tackle spots, will be filled by familiar faces, although Ed Gulyas is still out with his broken leg. Bob Minnow, now playing for the first time since he was injured in the opener, will add in at fullback, with lunchpail ball carrier Tom Gatewood leaning right for a crucial two-yard gain with 60 yards in attempts, will start at fullback. Up front, the Irish have Mike Creaney at tight end and All-American Tom Gatewood at split end, John Dampere and Jim Hunter, the tackle spots, will be filled by familiar faces, although Ed Gulyas is still out with his broken leg. Bob Minnow, now playing for the first time since he was injured in the opener, will add in at...
Rover scores media

Father Dominic T. Rover spoke before a crowd of 150 students and faculty members Wednesday night on the subject of "Christian Conscience and the Mass Media." The lecture in Carroll Hall was the second in a series of talks entitled "The American Scene: A Cultural Series." The series includes lectures, plays, movies, and ballet, and is offered as one a credit course to interested students.

In his speech, Father talked about the great popularity of movies and television today and cited as proof of this the fact that the average American spends 17 hours a week watching TV. Films and television are used by many as an escape from the real world.

By watching a show of the law-and-order type, the viewer is able to identify with the hero. He is reassured that, even in this confusing world of ours, there are still men who can "stand up and deal out justice that really works."

Father Rover is an author, a playwright and is currently the Promoter of Communications at Providence College, Providence, Rhode Island. His plays have been performed at the Blackburner's Theater in New York and he has written several magazine articles and television scripts. A graduate of Georgetown University, Father also studied for two years at the Yale Drama School.

NEW FUNDS FOR DU LAC?

Will the person who recently filed a claim for damages to National Lampoon's House Real Estate Office, 438 East Michigan Ave., Monday thru Friday: 7 A.M. - 10 P.M. Saturday: 7 A.M. - 8 P.M. call 485-6500.

MAIN CHURCH SUNDAY MASSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Masses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Fr. Ned Reidy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Fr. James</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 a.m.</td>
<td>Fr. Aidan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:15 p.m.</td>
<td>Fr. William</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MAIN CHURCH CONFESSIONS

Monday thru Friday: 7 - 9 a.m.     Saturday: 7:00 - 8:00 p.m.

Ladies Club Masses


SMOKEY LIPS - Good luck on Saturday! I'm behind you all the way.


Baker at St. Mary's High School, St. John's, 7:30 - 10:30 P.M.

URGENTLY NEEDED: One (1) 12-inch record player, one (1) Apple I computer, or any other type of electronic equipment. If you have any, please call me.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, PAMMY.

WANTED FOR SATURDAY NIGHT: I SURFBOARD, CALL RASH 844.

I need 3 Carl's girls to work a variety show tonight. Bm Ladies, 8 P.M. Simultaneous, 3:00-5:00 A.M. Call Tom or 287-3751.

I am looking for the following:

- **LOST**
  - WALLET: ID'S, POSTAL, TICKETS, MIKE KEATING, 783-8585
  - Recorder.
  - NEED DESPERATELY PLEASE CALL ME.

Dive into a new world of discovery with the latest in underwater photography. Available at Corby's光学.
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